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Abstract

Current configuration management systems promote workspaces that isolate developers from each other. This isolation is both good and bad. It is good, because developers make their changes without any interference from changes made concurrently by other developers. It is bad, because not knowing which artifacts are changing in parallel regularly leads to problems when changes are promoted from workspaces into a central configuration management repository. Overcoming the bad isolation, while retaining the good isolation, is a matter of raising awareness among developers, an issue traditionally ignored by the discipline of configuration management. To fill this void, we have developed Palantír, a novel workspace awareness tool that complements existing configuration management systems by providing developers with insight into other workspaces. In particular, the tool informs a developer of which other developers change which other artifacts, calculates a simple measure of severity of those changes, and graphically displays the information in a configurable and generally non-obtrusive manner. To illustrate the use of Palantír, we demonstrate how it integrates with two representative configuration management systems.

1. Introduction

One of the core functions of any configuration management system is to coordinate access to a common set of artifacts by multiple developers who are all working on the same project. While ideally project management assigns the developers tasks that are mutually exclusive, the reality is that changes made by one developer regularly affect another's work [21,22,31].

The various approaches that different configuration management systems take to address this situation can be distinguished into two classes: pessimistic and optimistic. In the pessimistic approach, a developer must lock artifacts before making any modifications. Such a lock prevents other developers from making concurrent modifications, and in essence serializes the set of changes to the artifacts. In the optimistic approach, multiple developers can change the same artifacts at the same time (perhaps on branches [37], or alternatively using independent change sets [39]). Conflicts may then arise, but semi-automated differencing and merging tools help in identifying and resolving them (albeit only a subset [26]).

Both approaches rely on workspaces to partition the work of developers. While these workspaces are essential to shield developers from the effects of other changes in other workspaces (good isolation), they have the unfortunate side effect of creating a barrier that prevents developers from knowing which other developers change which other artifacts in parallel (bad isolation). In a typical configuration management system, a developer becomes aware of other's activities only at three specific points in time: when they obtain artifacts from the repository and place them in their workspace; when they put modified artifacts back from their workspace into the repository; and when they explicitly query the repository. Even then, in the pessimistic approach they only know what artifacts other developers have locked for future changes and in the optimistic approach they only become aware of what changes already have occurred. From a coordination point of view, this is an undesirable and limited situation.

To alleviate this situation, we have built Palantír, a novel configuration management workspace awareness tool that deliberately breaks bad isolation while retaining good isolation. A crucial aspect of Palantír is that it inverts information flow from pull to push. Instead of informing developers of other efforts only when they themselves perform some configuration management operation (e.g., check in or check out), Palantír increases awareness by continuously sharing information regarding operations performed by all developers. Specifically, Palantír informs a developer of which other developers change which other artifacts, calculates a simple measure of severity of those changes, and graphically displays the information in a configurable and generally non-obtrusive manner.

Palantír architecturally separates specific workspace wrapper components from a generic visualization compo-
Each workspace wrapper supports one particular configuration management system and intentionally has no further functionality than to emit events regarding the operations performed by different developers. The generic visualization component continuously collects and interprets the events, presenting a developer with an up-to-date picture of the workspace activities of others. Connecting the components is the Siena event notification service [7], whose distributed event filtering mechanism is leveraged to only deliver the necessary subset of events to each developer’s visualization.

Constructing a system as Palantir raises many questions regarding, among others, which information should be shared, how to avoid overloading developers with information, scalability, and general effectiveness of the approach in helping developers coordinate their tasks. The aim of this paper is not to provide an absolute answer to all of the questions, but rather to serve as an initial investigation into the feasibility of increasing workspace awareness in configuration management systems. As such, the basic research question we seek to answer is whether Palantir can enhance existing configuration management systems with workspace awareness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss background information regarding awareness in configuration management systems. Next, we discuss the overall approach and high-level architecture of Palantir in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the current implementation of Palantir. We demonstrate how Palantir can be integrated with two existing configuration management systems, namely RCS [35] and CVS [4], in Section 5. While old, these two systems represent the core of virtually every configuration management system, and cover both a pessimistic (RCS) and an optimistic (CVS) approach. We discuss related work in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7 with an outlook at future work.

2. Background

Awareness is characterized as “an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own activity” [15]. The kind of information needed to create awareness depends on the particular activity in which a group of people is participating, but generally includes such information as who is part of the group, what tasks they perform, how active they are, what changes they make, and which objects they manipulate [23].

Awareness as a concept applies to many different activities, but within the discipline of computer science it is generally associated with the field of computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW). There, efforts have largely focused on the use of awareness for coordination purposes, for example in multi-user editors (e.g., MMM [5] and Suite [13]) or collaborative workspaces (e.g., BSCW [3] and TUKAN [32]). The basic underlying theory is that providing users with appropriate contextual information allows them to make much more sophisticated decisions in coordinating their individual and group activities than any automated approach ever could. A few studies on the use of awareness in partial domains confirm this hypothesis and discuss the benefits of awareness as a coordination mechanism [12,14,15,18,19,27].

At the heart of any configuration management system is the need to coordinate the changes made by different developers in different workspaces. It is therefore surprising that the use of awareness has not received much attention, especially considering the apparent success in other domains. In fact, the focus has largely been on eliminating the need for awareness altogether. The philosophy is that workspaces are sacred places in which a developer must be able to make their changes in complete isolation. Not only should the artifacts be shielded from potentially interfering changes made concurrently by other developers, developers themselves should not have to know who else makes changes, how active they are, which artifacts they modify, and so on [6,10,11].

Current configuration management systems provide extensive and automated support for maintaining this kind of total workspace isolation [10]. Unfortunately, current mechanisms are highly inadequate from a coordination point of view (see Table 1). In a pessimistic configuration management system, locking is used to coordinate activities and only one developer may change an artifact at a time. Conflicts in which two or more developers change the same artifact (direct conflicts) are avoided, but at the expense of project delays if one developer must access an artifact currently locked by another developer. Furthermore, conflicts in which changes by one developer to one artifact negatively affect changes by another developer to another artifact (indirect conflicts) cannot be avoided.

Optimistic configuration management systems support parallel work with either branches [37] or change sets [39], and in essence coordinate parallel activities via the use of merge tools that combine changes to an artifact by one developer with changes to the same artifact by another developer. Most merge tools can automatically resolve most direct conflicts, but unfortunately cannot handle overlapping changes, leading to a regular need for manual problem resolution. Indirect conflicts are not addressed.

Ideally, the above drawbacks of the pessimistic or optimistic approach never occur. Then, either approach will succeed in maintaining the image of workspace isolation by automatically coordinating the activities of individual developers. In reality, however, the ideal case cannot be enforced. More often than not the illusion of workspace isolation vanishes when complex direct or indirect conflicts arise that the automated procedures cannot handle [21,22,31].
The root cause of why current configuration management systems perform poorly when it comes to coordination can be found in the following three observations:

- While coordination must be among workspace activities, current configuration management systems coordinate those activities based on information in the central repository only. Consequently, available information is restricted to which artifacts may potentially change (because they are locked) or which artifacts already have been changed by another developer (because they now must be merged).

- Coordination information is available to a developer only when they themselves: (1) attempt to lock an already locked artifact, (2) must merge an artifact, or (3) make an explicit request. As a consequence, information flow is irregular, limited to the particular artifact at hand, and typically out-of-date with respect to the actual state of the other workspaces.

- Coordination mechanisms focus on avoiding and resolving direct conflicts, but ignore indirect conflicts altogether. As a result, the conflicts that are perhaps the most difficult to discover and resolve remain elusive from a coordination point of view.

We are not alone in making the above observations and concluding that the use of awareness can make a difference in how configuration management systems are used in coordinating the activities of developers [21,27]. In fact, many developers already use some home-grown conventions that keep other developers up-to-date, for example via e-mails that are sent when some set of artifacts is checked out or checked in.

A few configuration management systems have started to include functionality for automatically creating awareness among developers (e.g., Coven [8], CVS [4], COOP/Orm [25]). Even some Open Source development portals, such as SourceCast [9] and SourceForge [33], provide some simple awareness mechanisms attached to their configuration management functionality. In general, however, these approaches have serious limitations in terms of what information is shared, when the information is shared, and how the information is presented to the developers (see Section 6). Perhaps most limiting is that all of the aforementioned systems inform developers only of direct conflicts concerning individual artifacts. An overall view of other developer’s workspace activities is missing. Especially when compared with the successful awareness approaches developed in the field of CSCW, the potential for a principled, rich awareness mechanism that complements existing configuration management systems has not been realized as of yet.

3. Approach

To introduce awareness in current configuration management systems, we have developed Palantir, a novel configuration management workspace awareness tool that provides developers with insight into other workspaces. Palantir itself is not a configuration management system and does not provide any traditional configuration management functionality such as artifact storage, workspace management, differencing and merging, or locking. Instead, Palantir builds on top of existing configuration management facilities and concentrates on the collection, distribution, organization, and presentation of relevant workspace information.

The architecture of Palantir is shown in Figure 1. Arrows represent information flow. Grey ovals represent components traditionally found in configuration management systems; they are used unchanged. White ovals are Palantir components that incrementally implement its functionality. A WORKSPACE WRAPPER collects and subsequently emits relevant workspace events that the generic EVENT SERVICE distributes to other developers. The INTERNAL STATE receives and stores the events, which are extracted and organized by an EXTRACTOR before they are shown to a developer by a VISUALIZATION component.

![Figure 1. Palantir architecture.](image-url)
The key observation underlying the Palantir architecture is that it inverts information flow from pull to push. Rather than informing developers of other efforts only when they themselves perform some configuration management operation, Palantir increases awareness by continuously sharing information regarding operations performed by all developers. As a result, Palantir not only frees developers from having to manually collect and interpret information from the configuration management repository, but in the process provides them with a more complete, accurate, and up-to-date picture concerning the activities in the other workspaces.

The architecture of Palantir is purposely constructed to address a number of concerns.

- **Non-obtrusiveness.** Developers should not have to change the way they interact with their particular configuration management system. Palantir, therefore, relies on simple workspace wrappers that, other than emitting events regarding the actions by the developers, have no further functionality. As discussed in Sections 4.2, these wrappers can normally be implemented with a minimal level of intrusiveness and without altering the state of a workspace.

- **Scalability.** Informing a developer of all activities in all workspaces overloads their cognitive senses and, in fact, is not necessary. Rather, Palantir uses the distributed event filtering mechanism provided by its event notification service of choice (Siena [7]) to only inform a developer of relevant activities in other workspaces. Relevant activities are defined as all activities pertaining to the artifacts in the local workspace, as performed in parallel by other developers in their remote workspaces (see Section 4.3).

- **Flexibility.** Not every configuration management system requires the same level of awareness. By separating internal data management from data extraction and information visualization, Palantir offers a flexible architecture in which different visualizations can be used. Currently, Palantir offers two such visualizations: a simple ticker tape similar to the one provided by Elvin [20] and a fully graphical visualization that presents a detailed overall view of the state of other workspaces. Other visualizations can easily be developed and added to the framework.

- **Configurability.** Not always will a developer want to be aware of all activities in all workspaces. Sometimes, it is desirable to select only a few developers or artifacts that one wants to monitor. The EXTRACTOR component of Palantir provides exactly this capability and can filter, in a number of ways, the events stored by the INTERNAL STATE component. Other selection mechanisms can easily be added.

### 4. Implementation

We have built a prototype implementation of Palantir on top of the generic Siena event notification service [7]. For each of the Palantir components identified in Figure 1, we highlight its design considerations and implementation details below. Given that Siena is used as an external service, we do not discuss its details. We do, however, illustrate how we leverage Siena for event filtering in order to achieve scalability within Palantir. We begin our discussion by introducing the events that Palantir uses internally.

#### 4.1 Events

At the heart of Palantir are the events that describe the ongoing activities in each workspace. Of importance in the design of these events is the fact that Palantir must interoperate with different configuration management systems and cannot count on each of those systems to follow the same configuration management policy [36]. Rather than capturing actions (e.g., check in, check out, synchronize), events therefore represent particular *states* in which an artifact may be in a workspace. The resulting set of events is listed in Table 2, along with their interpretations and detailed data constituting each event.

Regardless of the particular configuration management system that is used, most artifacts will go through one of two cycles of events. Artifacts that change typically trigger the following sequence of events: (1) POPULATED, (2) CHANGESINPROGRESS, (3) CHANGESCOMMITTED, and (4) UNPOPULATED. Of course, the pair CHANGESINPROGRESS and CHANGESCOMMITTED may be repeated if a developer continues to make changes to the artifact before removing it from the workspace. Artifacts that must be present in a workspace for ancillary purposes trigger a simpler series of events: POPULATED followed by UNPOPULATED.

Exactly when these two event sequences are triggered depends on the particular configuration management system, its configuration management policy, and the specific wrapping mechanism that is used. Important, however, is that most, if not all, configuration management policies can be mapped onto the above two sequences of events in one way or another (see Section 5).

Most of the other events capture infrequent, but nonetheless critical workspace activities. The event CHANGESREVERTED captures the fact that a developer has undone some changes and reversed an artifact back to its initial, unchanged state in the workspace. The event SYNCHRONIZED is similar, but instead signifies that an artifact has been updated to reflect its latest state in the repository. Finally, the events ADDED, REMOVED, RENAMED, and MOVED capture the results of adding, removing, renaming and moving artifacts in the project hierarchy—all events that may indicate potential conflicts amongst workspaces.
Table 2. Palantir events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POPULATED</td>
<td>Artifact has been placed in a workspace</td>
<td>artifactID, parentArtifactID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNPOPULATED</td>
<td>Artifact has been removed from a workspace</td>
<td>artifactID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNCHRONIZED</td>
<td>Artifact has been synchronized with repository</td>
<td>syncArtifactID, artifactID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGESINPROGRESS</td>
<td>Artifact has changed in the workspace</td>
<td>wsArtifactID, artifactID, comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGESREVERTED</td>
<td>Artifact has been returned to its original state</td>
<td>artifactID, wsArtifactID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGESCOMMITTED</td>
<td>New version of artifact has been stored in repository</td>
<td>newArtifactID, wsArtifactID, comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDED</td>
<td>New artifact has been added</td>
<td>artifactID, parentArtifactID, comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVED</td>
<td>Artifact has been removed altogether</td>
<td>artifactID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAMED</td>
<td>Artifact has been renamed</td>
<td>artifactID, newName</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVED</td>
<td>Artifact has been moved from one artifact to another</td>
<td>newArtifactID, newParentArtifactID, artifactID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITYCHANGED</td>
<td>Amount of change to an artifact has changed</td>
<td>artifactID, min, actual, max, explanation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last event, SEVERITYCHANGED, has no direct relation to any particular configuration management operation. It is used by Palantir as a mechanism for communicating a measure of the amount of change that an artifact has undergone at a given point in time. Simply knowing which artifacts are changing in other workspaces is useful, but having an associated indication of severity conveys more information. Small changes typically will be easy to reconcile. Large changes may signify a regression towards potentially difficult conflicts in an eventual integration.

A trivial severity measure is binary and simply indicates whether or not any kind of change has occurred. A slightly more complicated measure of severity can be calculated by dividing the number of lines that has been added, removed, and changed by the total number of lines in an artifact. A domain-specific configuration management system could even institute a measure that depends on the type of artifact being managed (e.g., by tracking interface changes in a particular programming language).

Of note is that the event SEVERITYCHANGED only provides a way of communicating severity, but does not prescribe a particular severity measure. In fact, different configuration management systems may use different severity measures as implemented in their respective workspace wrappers. In general, it should be noted that one configuration management system should adopt one kind of severity measure throughout in order to provide a uniform view to all of its developers.

Palantir events must distinguish incarnations of the same artifact in different workspaces. Additionally, they must distinguish an artifact that is in a workspace in its original, repository-equivalent state from that same artifact in that same workspace after it has undergone some changes. At the same time, however, Palantir must be able to detect related artifacts in order to be able to identify potential conflicts. For these three reasons, Palantir defines artifact identifiers incrementally and uses different parts of the identifier for different purposes (e.g., organizing artifacts per workspace, sorting versions of artifacts, matching artifacts in different workspace to each other). The resulting structure of artifact identifiers is as follows:

```
object-id:name:version:[REP/WS]:author-id
```

The object identifier uniquely identifies an artifact in the configuration management repository and is typically assigned by the configuration management system. (If not, an equivalent can often be obtained by using the path to the version archive of the artifact in question.) Because the object identifier may not be human readable, and because it sometimes identifies an artifact as a whole rather than a specific version, the name and version of an artifact are an integral part of the Palantir artifact identifier. To distinguish an artifact that has changed from one that has not, the qualifiers WS and REP are used (WS indicating that the artifact’s contents are unique to the workspace, REP indicating that the contents are still the same as the original version in the repository). Finally, to distinguish different workspaces, a unique author identifier is used as an integral part of the artifact identifier.

As an example, consider the following artifact identifier:

```
17608:write.c:1.1:WS:Ellen
```

It identifies version 1.1 of artifact 17608 in the configuration management repository as it has been materialized in the workspace of ELLEN under the name WRITE.C.

Currently, artifact identifiers as described above make two simplifying assumptions. First, they assume that each developer has a single workspace. Second, they assume that each artifact is placed in a workspace only once. These limitations are a result of the prototype nature of Palantir. They can be easily overcome by enhancing the artifact identifier slightly to make it unique per author’s workspace and per copy of an artifact in a workspace.
4.2 Workspace wrapper

Workspaces and their access mechanisms differ per configuration management system. While most of the architecture of Palantir can be independent of that fact because it is driven by the generic events defined in the previous section, workspace wrappers must be specific to a configuration management system in order to translate its workspace conventions into Palantir events. To do so, a workspace wrapper should execute the following steps for each action performed by a developer: (1) intercept the action, (2) interpret the action, (3) determine whether the action is relevant to Palantir, (4) if relevant, gather appropriate information concerning the action, and (5) construct and emit an event.

Some of the more advanced configuration management systems, such as CM/Synergy [34] and ClearCase [1], provide integrated triggering mechanisms and associated scripting languages that ease the development of a workspace wrapper. Other systems do not have such facilities, and their command line interface must be wrapped with a separate program. Such a program should take the place of the original executable and operate by first invoking the original executable and then emitting events as necessary. In both wrapping techniques a slight delay in user response will be incurred due to the added complexity of constructing and emitting events. The interaction mechanism of the user with the configuration management system, however, remains the same and the workspace wrapper operates in a non-obtrusive way without altering the state of a workspace.

4.3 Internal state

The internal state component maintains an overview of the activities in both the local and remote workspaces that is independent of the particular visualization that a developer may use. This is necessary because a typical visualization can only show a subset of all workspace activities without cognitively overloading a developer. Nonetheless, the overall state of the workspaces must be maintained as a cache such that a developer can change the viewpoint of their visualization without having to wait for all necessary information to be obtained on demand.

In addition to maintaining the details of the various workspace activities, the internal state component serves a second critical role in Palantir. In particular, it is the component that is responsible for subscribing to relevant types of events and processing the individual events that it receives from Siena as a result of those subscriptions. Scalability is of a pertinent concern in the particular set of subscriptions that Palantir maintains. Rather than simply receiving every event concerning every artifact, Palantir leverages the structure of artifact identifiers to only subscribe to events regarding artifacts that are in the current workspace. Some indirect conflicts may be missed as a result of this policy. The benefit of achieving a first level of scalability in terms of the number of events that must be handled, combined with the benefit of not overloading a user with information regarding all artifacts in all workspaces, however, clearly outweighs this issue. Especially since studies have shown that workspaces generally overlap only partially rather than completely [31], we can expect significant savings in the number of events that must be handled by each internal state component.

An additional benefit of this approach is that Siena internally uses the subscriptions to optimize event routing among its distributed event servers [7]. While Siena’s servers already can handle a significant number of events per second, this optimization improves their overall performance even further.

A timing problem arises when two developers each populate their workspace with some of the same artifacts. One developer will be first, and their internal state component will subscribe to the relevant events and receive notifications as the other developer populates their workspace. The developer that is second, however, will not be aware of the activities of the first developer since its internal state component creates its subscriptions after the relevant notifications were sent. To address this issue, Palantir has a small set of internal bootstrap events that it uses to synchronize new workspaces with the state of other, previously existing workspaces.

As a consequence of its central role in processing events and sharing bootstrap information with other workspaces, the internal state component should always be executing for every workspace. While a developer may choose not to run any visualizations, they must always start the internal state component such that at least other developers can benefit from Palantir and become aware of potential conflicts as they arise.

4.4 Extractor

While the internal state component of Palantir provides a first cut at automatically selecting the events of interest (namely those performed in other workspaces but pertaining to the artifacts in the local workspace), users often can narrow these down even further. Guided by their experience over time, they may for example decide that the only events of interest are those with a severity measure of fifty percent or higher. Alternatively, they may wish to only monitor a few select workspaces, since their knowledge of project context may help them in selecting only those developers who are working on closely related tasks that have a high chance of interfering.

Specifically for this purpose, the Palantir architecture contains an extractor component that, based upon a set of developer preferences, selects a subset of all events to be
visualized. Shown in Figure 2, this component allows a developer to select which types of events they want to know about, by which authors, over which time span, and with what minimal severity. In this particular case, a developer is interested in a number of different events, by Ellen only, over the past 5 minutes, with a severity of at least fifty percent.

4.5 Visualization

The last component in the architecture of Palantir is the visualization component. It is responsible for organizing and displaying the activities as they happen in the various workspaces. Thus far, we have built two visualizations, both of which can be used in parallel. The first is a simple ticker tape similar to the ticker tape of Elvin [20]. Shown in Figure 2, it scrolls through the set of events as selected by the extractor component. While limited in displaying one event at a time, it serves an important role as a non-obtrusive alert mechanism. For example, Figure 2 shows a ninety percent severity for a CHANGESCOMMITTED event, which almost certainly necessitates further investigation.

Note that the order in which events appear in the ticker tape can be sorted according to event, author, or severity.

Shown also in Figure 2, the fully graphical visualization complements the ticker tape with a mechanism to maintain an overall view of workspace activities. Instead of focusing on one event at a time, the fully graphical visualization organizes and colors the events such that they highlight potential conflicts among workspaces. For example, the first stack highlights that, in addition to the workspace owner, two other developers are in the process of making changes to the artifact EDIT.

The visualization is hierarchical, and supports browsing of the artifacts much like a web browser. Severity measures are displayed as change bars, and can be used to help localize the source of a potential conflict. For example, if a high-level artifact shows a high severity value, a developer can double click on the artifact to see and examine severity values of its constituents; one or more of those values is likely to be high and causing the conflict.

Several other features of the fully graphical visualization are of note. First, it shows pair-wise conflicts among developers. Second, it sorts the individual artifacts per severity, such that the artifacts with the highest severity appear first in the window. Both these features make it easier to recognize and localize potential conflicts.

As a final note, we observe that the fully graphical visualization helps in detecting potential indirect conflicts. It highlights all relevant workspaces activities with associated severity values, not just those for direct conflicts.

5. Two Example Integrations

To evaluate the effort involved in enhancing an existing configuration management system with Palantir, we implemented two integrations: one with RCS and one with CVS. While old, these two systems represent the core of virtually every configuration management system. Moreover, they are examples of a pessimistic (RCS) and an optimistic (CVS) approach. We discuss each integration below, and conclude the section with some observations regarding other potential integrations.

5.1 RCS

RCS [35] is a simple configuration management system that, while supporting branching, is often used with locking only. Our particular integration is geared towards that (pessimistic) mode of operation.
We were able to develop a workspace wrapper for RCS within the span of a single day. The wrapper constitutes about 500 lines of Java code, and largely concerns wrapping the RCS executable with our own executable that invokes RCS, calculates a severity measure, and emits corresponding events. Individual RCS commands are mapped, per artifact, onto Palantir events as follows.

\begin{verbatim}
check out: POPULATED
check-out + lock: [POPULATED +] CHANGESINPROGRESS
uncheck-out: CHANGESREVERTED
check-in: SEVERITYCHANGED + CHANGESCOMMITTED
\end{verbatim}

The end result of this mapping is that developers become aware of which other developers are modifying which artifacts, but until the artifacts are checked in, they do not know the actual severity of the changes. This drawback could easily be overcome by building a simple workspace daemon that periodically calculates and emits the severity of each artifact currently locked.

The severity measure used in our RCS integration is the same as we use for the CVS integration. Using the output of the Diff program, we calculate the percentage of lines that has been added, removed, and modified.

Compared to just RCS, its integration with Palantir has the advantage that developers are aware of which other artifacts are being modified in parallel, know at all times which new versions of artifacts are available, and have at least the opportunity to detect potential indirect conflicts.

5.2 CVS

CVS [4] is an optimistic configuration management system that allows parallel work. The integration of Palantir with CVS was also performed in a single day, and again constitutes about 500 lines of Java code. The particular mapping of commands to events, however, is slightly different (once again, per artifact).

\begin{verbatim}
check out: POPULATED
edit: CHANGESINPROGRESS
update: SYNCHRONIZED
commit: [CHANGESINPROGRESS +] SEVERITYCHANGED + CHANGESCOMMITTED
\end{verbatim}

In addition to these commands, we also wrapped the addition and removal of artifacts. This represents a particularly interesting event since additions and removals are local to a workspace until the parent artifact is checked in. This represents a clear case in which Palantir shares workspace information that otherwise would not be known to others.

A single CVS command recursively operates on all artifacts in a workspace, and thus, can emit multiple events. Of particular interest is CVS EDIT, which announces to CVS that an artifact will be modified (see Section 6.1). It is not mandatory that this command is used before an artifact is changed and committed. In such cases, a commit should first result in the emission of a CHANGESINPROGRESS and awareness in effect is delayed. Again, this could be overcome by building a simple daemon.

Compared to just CVS, its integration with Palantir has the advantage that developers are more rapidly aware of potential conflicts, know of planned artifact additions and removals, and know at all times when new versions of artifacts are available and what their change severity is.

5.3 Other potential integrations

Integrating other configuration management systems may in fact be easier and more powerful than RCS or CVS. Newer configuration management systems provide trigger mechanisms and associated scripting languages in which to implement a workspace wrapper. One particularly interesting feature of some newer configuration management systems is their use of a virtual file system to implement workspaces. The virtual file system intercepts every read and write to an artifact. Palantir could leverage this mechanism to send out a SEVERITYCHANGED event every time an artifact is edited or modified. As compared to the RCS and CVS integrations, this would result in the most up-to-date workspace information possible.

6. Related work

Palantir builds upon work in the areas of configuration management and computer-support collaborative work. We discuss relevant contributions in each area below.

6.1 Configuration management

CVS [4] already provides what is perhaps the oldest awareness mechanism in the field of configuration management. Through the use of watches, developers specify which artifacts they want to monitor. Before changing an artifact, developers must announce their intent of doing so by invoking the CVS EDIT command. This triggers notifications to be send, usually via e-mail, to those developers who are watching the artifact in question. Compared to Palantir, CVS watches require explicit manual action, provide limited awareness information concerning direct conflicts only, and do not scale due to the use of e-mail as the presentation mechanism.

Coven [8] supports awareness through soft locks. Before changing any artifacts, developers place soft locks with associated messages on those artifacts. When another developer attempts to place a soft lock on an artifact that already has a soft lock, that developer is presented with the message attached to the lock. They then are given the option to abort, which has no further effect, or continue, which informs the other developers that parallel work is
now ensuing. Coven suffers drawbacks similar to CVS: it requires extra manual actions and it provides, via e-mail, limited information concerning direct conflicts only.

EPOS [30] and Adele [17] do not directly address awareness, but rather provide sophisticated mechanisms to coordinate artifact sharing among workspaces. EPOS supports four different policies that can be instituted among different pairs of workspaces: (1) all artifacts are shared immediately, (2) artifacts are pushed to other workspaces, (3) artifacts are pulled from other workspaces, and (4) artifacts are implicitly propagated through the central repository [38]. Adele extends this model with programmable process support for specifying sharing policies on a per-artifact (type) basis [16]. In both cases, the primary objective is workspace integration, not awareness, and Palanfr complements the functionality provided.

6.2 Computer-supported collaborative work

BSCW [3] is a web-based, shared, centralized workspace with integrated versioning facilities that allow it to be used as a configuration management system. Awareness is provided statically, via web-based icons that enrich the web page for each artifact with information concerning its state, and dynamically, via a Monitor Applet that continuously informs authors of what activities are taking place in the central workspace. Compared to Palanfr, BSCW lacks pair-wise comparisons, severity information, and a mechanism to scope the events of interest.

TUKAN [32] and COOP/Orm [25] are distributed, cooperative software development environments that support fine-grained editing and versioning of artifacts. In TUKAN, authors can select different collaboration modes and, upon accessing or modifying an artifact, are informed via “weather” icons whether potential conflicts exist with other authors. In COOP/Orm, active diffs instantly communicate changes to other developers who can see those changes both in the version tree and the actual artifact. Unfortunately, both TUKAN and COOP/Orm provide awareness on a per-artifact basis and only when the artifact is actually accessed. An overall view of activities in other workspaces, such as provided by Palanfr, is lacking.

State Treemap [28] is an awareness widget for multi-synchronous groupware that relies on many of the same concepts as Palanfr. Its visualization component shows which artifacts are being modified (both locally and remotely) and which artifacts already have been committed to the configuration management repository. Out-of-sync artifacts and potential conflicts, thus, are quickly discovered. Because State Treemap lacks author information, it does not provide pair-wise workspace comparisons. Severity information is also missing, though an enhancement for change impact calculations is underway [29].

Other approaches, such as Elvin [20], iScent [2], and CoVer [24], are subsumed by the systems discussed.

7. Conclusions

Any configuration management system exhibits a fundamental tension between the need for individual developers to work in isolated workspaces and the need for the overall team to maintain control over the integration of the individual changes into the overall system. To address this tension, we have developed Palanfr, a novel configuration management workspace awareness tool. Palanfr deliberately, but non-intrusively, breaks workspace isolation by continuously informing developers of the activities of others developers. By letting developers know who modifies which artifacts by how much, Palanfr complements current automated procedures with the capability of human intervention when potential problems are recognized.

Palanfr exhibits three key properties: (1) its coordination mechanism is based on workspace rather than repository information, (2) it continuously instead of sporadically informs developers of other ongoing efforts, and (3) it provides an overall view of other workspaces that supports the detection of both direct and indirect conflicts. The resulting system increases awareness among developers, and helps them in coordinating their tasks such that future integration problems can be avoided.

The current incarnation of Palanfr represents only the beginnings of our investigations into the use of awareness in configuration management systems. Now that we have demonstrated that it is indeed possible to enhance existing configuration management systems with awareness, we intend to develop additional visualizations, explore the use of virtual file systems as a way of creating a more informative workspace wrapper, and investigate the use of a measure of change impact to complement our measure of change severity. Additionally, we will integrate Palanfr with an industrial-strength configuration management system to study whether it truly scales and whether we can empirically determine its impact on coordination among developers in an actual, real-life development setting.
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